
 

 

Oracle Validated Integration 

provides customers with 

confidence that a partner's 

integration with an on-

premise Oracle application is 

functionally sound and 

performs as designed. This 

can help customers reduce 

deployment risk, lower total 

cost of ownership, and 

improve the user experience 

related to the partner's 

integrated offering. 

ORACLE VALIDATED INTEGRATION DATA SHEET 

 

STS PayOne 

PayOne SmartLink Integration  
with Oracle Hospitality OPERA 5.5  
 

PayOne SmartLink enables hotels to send invoices and personalized 

payment request links to customers via email, SMS, or WhatsApp. 

With an automated, hassle-free user experience—and without 

dependence on websites or mobile apps—hotels streamline revenue 

collection and generate multicurrency, foreign exchange margins. 

STS PAYONE OVERVIEW 

Established in 2011, STS PayOne is a provider of white-labeled SaaS payment technology for 

merchants. With offices in Dubai and Amman, the company serves its clients in various 

countries directly or through authorized resellers. STS PayOne utilizes its in-house developed 

software and adopts an acquirer-neutral, country-neutral approach for going to market.  

INTEGRATION OVERVIEW 

Through integration with Oracle Hospitality OPERA property management system (PMS), 

PayOne SmartLink fetches relevant details of bookings associated with outstanding 

payments. PayOne SmartLink then sends corresponding personalized payment links through 

email, SMS, or WhatsApp to customers. 

Upon clicking the payment link, the customer directly lands on a web page containing a 

summary of the booking and is presented with available payment methods and supported 

payment currencies. Upon providing payment method details, the transaction is processed in 

association with hotel’s preferred acquirer. The customer receives an immediate receipt and 

payment details are automatically reflected in Oracle Hospitality OPERA.  

PayOne SmartLink is preintegrated to various acquiring backends, processors, and payment 

gateways, minimizing the time and effort needed to launch the services for hotels.  

INTEGRATION DETAILS 

PayOne SmartLink supports two-way OPERA Xchange Interface (OXI) integration with Oracle 

Hospitality OPERA where the integration type is push/pull with OXI as a client. Data 

transmission between the PMS and PayOne SmartLink occurs through the internet utilizing a 

secure HTTPs channel with proper authentication. Integration parameters can be tuned to 

accommodate the hotel’s exact requirements and special requests. 

PayOne SmartLink integration with Oracle Hospitality OPERA PMS supports various payment 

scenarios, including: 

 Making new reservations and amending existing ones 

 Reservation cancellations, no-shows, and reinstating reservations 

 Reservation share or break 
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Figure 1. Solution overview 

 

Figure 2. User experience for receiving a direct payment link and the web page for payment 

TECHNICAL DETAILS  

Partner Environment Oracle Environment  

 PayOne SmartLink 5.8.X  Oracle Hospitality OPERA 5.5 

Product ID (FKT) Description and Name 

 OPX_PAYONE  Oracle Hospitality OPERA Xchange Interface for 

SMARTLINK by STS PayOne 

Supported Protocols 

 HTTP(s) Protocol 
 

AVAILABILITY 

Dubai office 
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Amman office 
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SUPPORT 

Email: support@stspayone.com 
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